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THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEJ. __ ..,,.,
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 14, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

THE PRESIDENT

THROUGH:

DICK CHENEY

FROM:

JACK

MAR~

Attached is a summary of Lee Hamilton • s conllents on the Sinai
Surveillance matter. I was able to speak with Lee personally.
I might add that on the previous list that I sent, Cederberg was
contacted personally by me at the Office rather than by phone as
the memo indicated.

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 14, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

SECRETARY KISSINGER

FROM:

I had an opportunity to see Lee Hamilton nth Hill today, and I
brought up the Sinai Surveillance matter t
m as to his views,
and how he thought the Congress would react.
Lee was very cautious in his response, and indicated reluctant
approval. He recognizes the need for an interim agreement. He
feels that if this is the linchpin necessary to pull it together, he could
probably support it. He has reservations about the introduction of any
American personnel onto the ground in this volatile situation.
My own assessment of his attitude is that he will not be an advocate,
but neither will he encourage opposition, and probably would vote to
support the effort.

cc: BMcFarlane
l.Janka
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